Turn in answers to the following in class by the due date. Your answers should be written clearly and easy to read (e.g., be sure to state which question you are answering). Also, be sure to address all parts of each question below.

1. **What UI changes and additions will you be making?** Develop a new set of UI sketches for both revisions you plan/need to make to your current UI and new features not yet implemented. For each UI sketch, provide a brief 2-3 sentence description explaining how the UI will work. Also, provide rationale for why you think the UI design is better/good.

2. **What will your team demo at the status presentation in February?** Describe in detail what aspects of your system you will be showing at the next CEDE meeting and how you will demo these features during the meeting. Your description should include a step-by-step walkthrough of your demo based on your UI sketches. The goal is that you have a plan for not only what you are going to show, but how you plan on presenting the demo at the CEDE meeting. One of the major goals for this meeting is to give the DAB and sponsors confidence that you can successfully finish the project. A good demo can really help with this.